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Elder Scrolls Online is a massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) set in the rich and
expansive worlds of the Elder Scrolls series. It is developed by Bethesda Game Studios, and
published by ZeniMax Online Studios. CREATE YOUR CHOSEN DEATHMATCHERS AND ARISE ESO
Story: Rise in the Lands Between and become a legend. You are not just a member of a noble family,
but a hero of legend. And that’s no small thing. The heroes of the world are nearly all gone, but from
out of the fray emerged a new generation of heroes. As the last of a dying race, you are left with no
other choice but to take up arms and become an Elden Lord. CONNECT, FIGHT, AND EXPLORE Online:
From the idyllic homes of Tamriel to the forsaken dungeons deep beneath Oblivion’s rule, the Lands
Between await. They stand as a mirror of the forces that threaten the surface world, as well as home
to a strange civilization of enigmatic crafts known as the Tuatha. Explore a Universe Full of
Adventure ESO Story: There are many ways to survive in this new world. From exploiting the
wilderness, to uncovering lost relics of the Elder Scrolls, to waging a war against the Night King’s
Darkwraiths. Join a community in an online role-playing game that demands your full attention.
Battle Evil ESO Story: Prove your worth against evil across two maps: Ayla and Moria. Earn new
weapons, armor and epic gear from legendary places like the Riesencoste. Engage in All-Out PvP
Adventures ESO Story: The Elder Scrolls Online features the brand new PvP system, allowing you to
get into all-out fighting matches against thousands of other players in massive Arena Matches. There
are four different PvP game modes: Battlegrounds, Arenas, Skirmishes and Player versus
Environment (PvE). A maximum of four players can join a Battleground, and

Features Key:
1.22GB
Play Online & Offline
Fully Responsive & Compatible with Various Devices
Open World & Large Environs
Start a Dungeon to Fight for Power
Immersive Atmospheric Sound & TMD Music
RPG Elements: Character Creation and Equipment Shops
Free Classes Available
“Very Easy to Play” Grandmaster & Game Balance
Langs available: English, Japanese, Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional
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